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Elaine A. Hakala
Journalism 3430
Yes, one-on-one tutorial ser
vices are free to any AASU stu
dent. All it takes is a visit to the
Writing Center, the Reading
Lab, or the Mathematics Tuto
rial to take advantage of the
valuable services they offer.
Christina Van Dyke, Direc
tor of the Writing Center, located
on the first floor of Gamble Hall,
says, "We can help a student at
any point in the writing pro
cess." Some students even come
to the Center without much more
than their basic ideas in hand,
and the staff helps them form a
clear plan for writing the paper
in question.
The Center also provides

handouts o n M L A and A P A
sty\e, grammar and punctuation,
as well as access to word pro
cessors, dictionaries, thesauruses, writing manuals, and
sample College Placement and
Regents' Exams. While Chris
tina is quick to add that they are
"not a proofreading service," the
well-trained and mentored staff
is available to assist students in
learning to proofread their own
work for grammar and style, no
matter what type of project they
are working on.
Assistance is provided to
students who are writing re
sumes, compositions, research
papers, lab reports, and many
other college writing assign
ments. The hours of operation
are 8-8 Monday through Thurs
day, 8-3 on Friday, and 10-2 on
Saturday.
The Writing Center also
conducts monthly workshops on
various writing skills. The first
workshop entitled "The Dreaded
Comma" was held on Sept.
16th, and was attended by a
crowd of 25 students who re
sponded enthusiastically to the
program. The next installment
of the series, "Dotting Your I's
and Crossing Your T's: Learn

Writing Center Tlitor David Seckinger, helps Kavinder Sahota with a term paper.
ing to Proofread," will be held
on Oct. 14th from 12-1 in
Gamble 114. November's
workshop is scheduled for the
18th from 12-1 in Gamble 114,
and will be a talk on "Research
Documentation" in both APA
and MLA style. Students en
rolled in 99-level reading classes
are generally required to take
advantage of the services offered
by the Reading Lab, but accord
ing to coordinator Dr. Denise
Josten, the services of the lab are
available to any AASU student.
Nestled in a cozy corner of
the second floor of Lane Library,
the Reading Lab is staffed by
trained student tutors as well as
volunteer faculty members who
work individually with AASU
students to improve their read
ing skills.
Students preparing to take
the Regents' Test who feel they
need help with the reading com
prehension section of the exam
find the services offered ex
tremely helpful, and students
who recognize that need in
themselves are encouraged not
to wait until the day before the
test to come in. Given a few

weeks of time to work, staff
members can assist students in
being much more prepared for
the test. Dr. Josten also suggests
that students take advantage of
the practice Regents' Test book
available at the reserve window.
A selection of reading ma
terials not found in the rest of
the library is also available in the
lab. These include popular nov
els, whose less difficult texts can
help students develop their ba
sic reading skills.
The lab is open during regu
lar library hours, and a schedule
for the specific hours that tutors
are available this semester is
posted on the door.
At the Mathematics Tuto
rial, also on the second floor of
Lane library, carefully selected
and trained third- and fourthyear mathematics and computer
science students as well as fac
ulty volunteers provide tutorial
services for nearly all of the re
quired math classes on campus.
AASU is one of the most re
spected schools in the state for
its Mathematics Department,
and that tradition continues in
the tutorial services the depart

ment offers in conjunction with
the Learning Support Depart
ment. Many students who are
in Learning Support math and
college algebra classes take ad
vantage of this service, but any
student is welcome to use the
facility, including those taking
calculus, statistics, and math for
teachers.
Ed Oglesby, coordinator of
the program, says that there are
also several instructional videos
available which students may
find helpful, as well as comput
ers loaded with a tutorial pro
gram written by Dr. Munson of
the Math Department, who is
currently rewriting the program
to incorporate the new textbooks
being used for fall semester. The
hours of operation for Math
ematics Tutorial services are
from 8-2 and from 5-7 Monday
through Thursday, Friday from
8-2, and Sunday from 4-7.
All of these tutorial services
are available FREE to AASU
students, so why not take advan
tage of them?
editor's note: Maybe those of us on the
Inkwell staff should take thatpmofreading course too! Thanks Elaine!
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Submissions to Inkwell
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1. Leads are in bold upper and
tion, using a direct quote or using
lower case and flushed left or
a second person to talk to the
justified.
reader. Starting an article with How would you feel if your pro
2. There is no space between
fessor just ate your science
paragraphs. New paragraphs
project?- in our opinion makes for
are indented with one tab.
1. Let someone else read your good reading, but to start off with
article to see if the average per- - Atiny spore once grew. It had its
son can make sense of it.
whole life ahead of it. It was too
3. Article type issingle spaced,
Remember, you may know innocent to die at such a young
flushed left and justified.
who Karen McNeal is, but some age, and it is all the fault of one
one else may have never heard of man and his ravenous appetite for
Armstrong Rtlantic
her. Let your readers know who anything that did not meet his
State Uniuersity
she is: Did she write a book in the standards of private property be
Where Shopping Is A Pleasure
1 1 9 3 5 Hbercorn Str eet
20th century? Was she the first longing to the realm of other per
S a u a n n a h , GR 3141 9
woman to scale Mount Everest? sons- is a bit much!!! Much bet
Does she go to school at Arm ter to say- Journalism professor
Need a BREAK!!
(912) 927-5351
strong, and if she does, what is her mistakes E-coli project for dayold
FflK 92 1-5497
major, and what year is she in at Chic-Fil-A. Student cmshed- Pro
e-mail: inkiuell@
Let Publix @
school? Little details like that help fessor in Hospital....
mailgate.armstrong.edu
your readers to make sense of 2. After your lead, give detailed
Savannah Mall give
facts and further explain the leadwhat you are writing about.
BJ E nglish
you a DEAL!!
On that same note: Does your Biology student Jennifer Cobb left
M a n a g i n g E di t o r
writing flow cohesively from one her science project on her desk
Bring your student I.D. to our
Christy Nolin
while taking a smoke break in
topic to the next?
Cafe' with this coupon for 10%
A
s s i s t a n t E di t o r
There is nothing worse than Journalism class...
off of your meal!
reading an article that starts out 3. Provide necessary background
Dauid Boiuman
talking about eating french fries to help readers understand the
S p o r t s Editor
and switches to your life experi story. Explain what E-coli is,
Coupon
good
only
at
your
Publix
Sincerely,
ences on grandma's farm picking whether the sandwich was for a
Angela Strickland
@ Savannah Mall
Lauren Biggs
cotton. How do these topics tie in state wide science fair or just an
Rduertising Manager
with one another- curious minds overnight excuse for a late class
Lu 8018
want to know!
project, etc.
Staff Writers
Radha Narayanan
4. Bring it all together- since we
M i c h e l l e C o bb
Ml) AND NOUl
2. You don't have to use foot are a laid back college paper, this
M
ary Thornton
notes and references in your is where you can add your own
y* ^ To sue."
T
a
m
my Williams
article and if you do, you opinions and cautionary notes, or
Heidi Rogue
shouldn 't be submitting it to us! you can keep it professional and
Elaine Hakala
Not being rude here, but we discuss a web-site or poison con
Dana Pope
don't need a bibliography at the trol center one can call for more
Georgia Priester
end of your articles! Seriously, if information. You could also go
you want to attribute something beyond the cause and research
Freedom of the press won its first victory in the American Colonies in
1735, when John Peter Zenger, editor of the New York Weekly Journal,
you have written to someone, then new cures in the making, or the
Photos by
was acquitted of criminal libel for attacking the British governor.
say so- Corsaire once wrote that importance of science projects to
Desmal Pureed
Derek Dauis
all humans are heathens, and our new discoveries in medicine, etc.
actions here today have proven Just don't write anentire new story
him correct....
in addition to the one you just fin
HI Ha rris
Or: The Humane Society of ished. Finding a good point to end
aduisor
the US wrote the following in a a story has been the death of many
1997 article in Play Boy maga a good writer. Newspaper editors The Inkwell is published and distrib
zine, "Bestiality is best left to the prefer to sidebar ongoing informa uted bi-weekly, five times during the
Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters on
beasts- Leave nonhuman animals tion- by that they mean- adding a alternate Wednesdays. Copies are
SUGGESTED THEMES
alone."
chart or diagram/graphic to show available in distribution boxes
• Discuss ethics based on a personal experience
There is a place for student further details without writing throughout the campus or can be sub
scribed to by mail for $24 a year.
• Why are we here? How are we to meet our ethical obligations?
essays, and it is not in the Inkwell! more to your story. Unfortunately,
The Inkwell welcomes letters and
• Reflect on an ethical aspect of a literary text
If you want your material to ap we don't have a graphic artist on comments for improvement provided
or public policy issue
that they are clearly written ortyped. All
pear in the Inkwell, please make staff, so.... keep it simple!
letters submitted for publicationmust be
it
into
a
journalistic
style
article
We won't beat you with a signed and a phone number should be
ELIGIBILITY: FUL L-TIME JUNIO R AND SENIOR UNDERGRADUATES
using the following guidelines:
stick if you fail to follow the provided for verification purposes.
DEADLINE: JANUARY 2 2, 1999
Names will be withheld upon request.
1. Your primary goal should be to above, but turning in an essay you
No more than three (3) essays from the same college, un iversity or campus will
The Inkwell welcomes public an
inform
or
entertain.
Occasional
wrote
for
class
makes
our
job
renouncements, press releases, etc.
be considered i n any one contest year. Essays must be accompanied by a letter
preaching and chest thumping are ally tough, and we're too nice to Such information will be published
on school stationery verifying eligibility according to our guidelines.
accepted within reason.
tell you we won't accept some- free of charge at the discretion of the
FIRST PRIZE: $5,000
SECOND PRIZE: $ 2,500
editorial staff.
2.
Answer
the
5
W
'sWho;
What;
thing
if it is remotely worthy of
The comments and opinions ex
THIRD PRIZE: $ 1,500
Where; When; and Why; and the print. Of course, we are probably
pressed in this publication do not
TWO HONO RABLE MENTION S: $500 EACH
H- How. The thereabouts, should- going to edit the heck out of it, so necessarily express the opinions of
anyone other than the person who
a-beens and maybe-sorta-if only's, just keep that in mind!
ENTRY FORMS AND FURTHER INFORMA TION
has written them and are not to be
are okay, but the facts impress
We appreciate everyone who
taken as a reflection upon the views
Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope by December 18, 1998 to:
of the faculty, administrators, the
your readers more.
has
been
submitting
informative
The Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics
University System of Georgia or the
articles to us and encourage ev
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity
Board of Regents.
3. Follow a basic formula:
eryone to continue writing, just
450 Lexington Avenue, Suite 1920
Deadline for submissions to the
a. The Lead - tells what your ar save those essays for your instruc
New York, NY 10 017
October 30th Paper is October
ticle is about in no uncertain terms. tors, and rewrite them in shorter
This information is also available online through FastWEB
17th. We reserve the right to de
Weak leads (oh boy, I'm guilty of form for us, okay?
(Financial Aid Search Through the WEB) at www.fastweb.com.
cline items turned into us past this
this!) include opening with aquesThanks!
date. Thank You.
The numbers are disturbing.
Nine people will die needlessly
today because a lifesaving organ
is not available. Unfortunately,
the need for organs and tissue far
outweighs the current supply.
On Wednesday, October 21,
The Georgia Coalition on Dona
tion, in conjunction with AASU
Day, will be on campus to edu
cate AASU students about the
need for organ and tissue donors.
I encourage everyone to visit our
table and sign a donor card, as
well as to inform their families
about their decision.
Organ and tissue donation
can affect anyone. By the year
2010, one in every 20 people
will require an organ, tissue or
corneal transplant, according to
the United Network for Organ
Sharing ( UNOS). Please sup
port this worth while cause on
Wednesday, October 21.

Publix*

THE E LIE WIESEL PRIZE
IN ETHICS
1999 ESSAY CONTEST

While the Inkwell has a
policy accepting articles from all
areas on campus, on all topics, we
have a request to make of would
be writers.

_
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Help! I have a Testand Free at Last? Dorm Life Proves To Be An
Educational Experience inSelf Governance.
my Brain is Stuck!
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By Heidi Hogue

By Elaine Hakala
Journalism 340
Strategies for Studying
It's three in the morning and
you have a Biology test loom
ing on your horizon at 9 A.M.
shyrp. But, after a long day of
classes, basketball practice, and
the fight you had with your girl
friend earlier in the evening;
photosynthesis and mitochon
dria are the farthest things from
your mind. So how do you
'unstick' your brain so you can
do what you need to do?
According to the experts,
the best way to study on bad
days is to study every day by
setting a realistic time schedule,
picking a consistent place to
study, and developing an effec
tive learning strategy.
John Chaffee, author of
"The Thinker's Guide to College
Success", states that an effective
learning strategy requires the
long-term planning of a realis
tic time schedule for studying.
This all important step is the one
most students have the biggest
problem with because few are
lucky enough to have school as
their only priority in daily life.
The best strategy is to set
time aside every day. Many pro
fessors list their tests and assign
ment deadlines on their syllabi,
so make plans at the beginning
of every term to be sure that suf
ficient lime is slated for each
class and project.
Studies have proven that
cramming is the worst way to
study anything, and that effec
tive long-term learning comes
from repetition over the course
of several days.
Having your time already
scheduled, won't stop you from
stressing out over the occasional
surprise quiz or paper, but it will
allow for adjustments because
your study time will have mul
tiple periods of repetition which
can be sacrificed for a surprise
deadline without totally destroy
ing your overall plan.
The second step toward ef
fective learning is to find a con
sistent place to study that works
for you; then stick with it. Con
sistency is the key. not the spe
cific location.
The final piece of advice

Chaffee offers is to try different
learning strategies to discover
the right combination for you,
and to utilize your resources ef
fectively.
Set goals. Know what the
instructor will hold you respon
sible for. Ask questions if you're
unsure. Also, ask how the test
will be structured. Studying for
a multiple choice is easier be
cause it requires only recogni
tion, while essay responses re
quire recall.
Setting "realistic and wellinformed goals" for studying
will better enable a student to
"stay on course, use time effi
ciently, and avoid wasted efforts."
Know where you can find
the information you need: the
book, the library, your professor,
your classmates. Organize your
information into a format that
assists your memory. Use plain
text if you learn best by reading
and writing. Some find that col
orful "metal maps" - combina
tions of text and hand drawn
graphics- work best to create
good recall.
Reading aloud can also be
helpful, but most importantly,
Chaffee advises that you recog
nize your attitude about study
ing. Learn to adopt a "positive,
realistic, and problem solving
attitude toward learning."
Even with all that planning,
organization, and restructured
thinking, events will still occur
that disrupt your studies and
cause that dreaded "brain
freeze". When it happens, and it
will, take a break, relax, get a
snack, take a walk. Step away
from the work for a few minutes
to refocus your thoughts and
energies back on your long
range goals. Then try it again.

The "Thinkers Guide to
College Success" is available at
the AASU Bookstore.

Picture this. The day finally
comes when you move out of
your parents home and move oncampus at Armstrong. You settle
into one of the three apartment
buildings, which has two bed
rooms, one bathroom, and a de
cent sized living room. The liv
ing room leads to the two bed
rooms, which are connected by
the bathroom. Inside it is a little
run down, but the ceiling isn't
caving in and the water is run
ning. You think to yourself,
"This is great! Nobody to an
swer to and my very own space! Does your dorm room look Like you live in a zoo? Feeling caged up
Free at last!" Now the rules are with no where to go? Read on!
your own and you are in charge. wrong way and can even be countable for your own actions,
But you quickly start realizing worse than Mom or Dad. They Reality is, this is college, where
the consequences of those rules, might even be one of those you have paid for an education,
and start learning about this people who live by some book and the only person that you can
of rules, creating problems for rely onto get the job done is
thing called Life!
After moving all your things you and hindering your college yourself,
However, after this first se
into your room and curling up experience.
mester,
you begin to settle down
But
maybe
you
end
up
lov
in front of the television in the
living room to study in your dor ing all of your roommates. The and start taking advantage of the
mitory, stomping footsteps ap four of you are like peas in apod, dorm's biggest benefits. You still
proach your door. In bursts a and life is grand. At every meal socialize with your new friends,
young, friendly face. It's your time you go to the cafeteria and but you also save time to study,
new roommate. After exchang talk about your classes and You love the convenience of living introductions, she starts funny happenings in your day. ing right on campus, since evmoving all of her belongings Plans begin to develop about erything is in walking distance,
into the room that you will share. having a mini-party that night. After a long day you can go
Surprise, surprise! Curious Later, you, your buddies, and home and crash on your sofa till
about what it looks like, you half of the other dorm students your next class. Eating is not a
enter the room. Stuffed animals are living it up at your place, problem for dorm students eihave invaded! They are taking Although quiet hour is after ther, since the cafeteria provides
over the room! Spice Girl post 9:00, everybody agrees to keep a meal plan with Chic-Fil-A and
ers adorn the walls, and worse, their noise level down for those other fattening goodies. But this
they are blasting from YOUR who are so dutifully studying, meal plan that is included with
stereo! She> fiddling with her Everybody is chillin' to some the dorm fee is one of the
hair in front of the mirror and music, playing cards, snacking student's biggest problems with
using YOUR makeup without on some chips and dip, and sip- living at the dorms. They resent
putting it back where it belongs. ping a soda (of course, since no not getting a refund for unused
You take a deep breath and real drinking is allowed in the money at the end of the semesize it is going to be a very long dorms-right!). It's already 3:00 ter. But overall, the dorms prosemester.
and nobody has retired yet. Class vide great benefits to you, as a
Roommates are a huge issue is the last thing on anyone's student,
when you move into the dorms. mind. Then reality hits as you
So, if you are considering
You never know who it is going wake up the next morning and moving to the dorms, weigh out
to be, since they are assigned by realize you ve missed your first the pros and cons. Realize that
the head R.A. She decides on class and won't even be able to college is going to be. one of the
four people who will room to make it to the next on time. Your best experiences of your life, and
gether, according to study and mother's voice looms in your make the best of it. Roommates,
living habits as well as similar head, Make sure you go to bed staying up late, and a rigid meal
interests. Dorm students have early, Dear. No partying, just plan can be a hinderance. But
expressed an overall happiness studying." Yeah, right. The first think about the flip side. You
with this system; however there few weeks you love your new gain new friends, convenience
is always that fear of not know found freedom, but then you on campus, and most of all
ing. Except for the athletes who start feeling the wrath. Profes- FREEDOM!
are grouped together, there is
sors are not taking those silly
For more information, conalways the chance of living with
excuses that used to work in high tact Dr. Buck or go to Student
somebody who rubs you the school, and you become ac- Affairs.
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Beach Party Wins High Honors

fiflfed the room as students ate.
At some point,1 felt myself re
laxing; my awkwardness had
passed. After everyone had fin
ished eating, we divided into
smaller groups and attempted to
contemplate the mystenes of the
universe or at least important
questions like "How do deer
know to cross at 'deer crossing'
signs?" and "Why has nobody
ever seen a baby pigeon?"
I h ad been given the book,
A Lesson Before Dying by
Ernest Gaines, in preparation for
the book discussion. What
struck me about the conversa
tion that followed was the abso
lute absence of any grandstand
ing. The issues, civil rights, the
death penalty, etc., were the stars
of the discussion. I felt this
group really cared. The beach
beckoned, and we soon took the
party outside to play a mentally
stimulating game with a hula-
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SGA comment Box Replies...
By Johnny Walker
Student Government Senator

By Mary Thornton
When I was invited to the
Honors Program Orientation, I
wasn't quite sure what to expect.
My first clue of the orientation's
tone was its location on the
beach. A book discussion/beach
party? 1 was skeptical. Hon
ors program students dressed
suitable to an academic gath
ering in formal attire: well,
some of them wore shoes.
The program started with
introductions and greetings from
several guests. Garth Lezama
made a rousing speech that
sounded oddly similar to an
Army recruitment advertise
ment. Be all that you can be!
Volunteer your time to the Hon
ors technology projects!
Dinner consisted of fine
Southern cuisine. Even though
several of the guests eyed the
strategically-placed fire extin
guishers with longing after
sampling the spicy food. It was
delicious.
Laughter and conversation

A

Ql. I am a student who at
tends AASU in the evenings
and we were recently in
formed we are no longer al
lowed to park in faculty spaces
after 5:00pm. What has
brought on this change? It is
very dangerous walking out to
your car at night especially to
the main parking lot. Is AASU
concerned for our safety or is
this another way to earn extra
money?
hoop. Okay, so it wasn't very
mentally stimulating, but it
was fun.
We grouped up for a game
of tug-o-war next. My team lost;
I wiped out in the wet sand. A
grinning fellow student ex
tended her hand to help me up.
I wish we had figured out before
the contest that we should have
been on the downward side of
the gently sloping beach. Where

were the Physics majors when
you needed them? Actually, they
were probably attempting to set
the volleyball net into the wet
sand. After several attempts, Dr.
Finlay and the students managed
to keep it from falling down if
one ignored the student standing
beside the net holding it upright.
All of the students were in
vited to play a game of volley
ball, no experience necessary.

In about 13,000 years, the North Star will be Vega in the constella
tion Lyra.
.

Johnny Walker

A1. Our current regulations on
parking can be found in the "Stu to be completed by the end of
dents Illustrated" under the sec October 1998. In early October,
tion "Traffic and Parking Regu a few faculty and student park
lations." Here it tells us blue, ing spaces will be temporarily
yellow, and white spaces are eliminated during drainage re
marked as reserved parking pair on Arts Drive and during the
spaces. It further goes on to say construction of the new Science
"Reserved parking spaces are on building.
reserve status between the hours
of 6:00a.m. and 6:00p.m. Mon Q2. Why isn't there anyone
day through Friday. With the from the Public Safety Office
exception of "handicapped park on the Traffic Appeals Com
ing" which is ONLY for the mittee?
handicapped at all times, after
6pm there are no reserved park A l . A c c o r d i n g t o D r . B u c k ,
Vice-President of Student Af
Obviously, they had not seen me ing spaces. You are allowed to
fairs, he has spoken with the new
park
in
these
spaces
at
that
time.
play. 1 needn't have worried; no
Public Safety Director and his
one really kept score. I even If you are ticketed for violating
office is welcomed at any traf
managed to stay on my feet most the reserved parking spaces be
tween the hours of 6pm and fic appeals session.
of the game. To their credit, my
6am, you may bring the ticket
teammates did not applaud when
to Student Affairs to see if you If you have any comments or
I decided to leave the game. I sat
qualify to have the ticket suggestions, jot them on a short
there next to the volleyball net,
"voided" through the Traffic note and put it in one of the black
the warm sun on my back, and
Appeals Committee. NOTE: box ;s in either the Sports Cen
watched the game. The waves
Wondering what the construc ter, University Hall, Cafeteria,
tossed in a peaceful pattern, and
tion is across from University Gamble Hall, Administration
I noticed a gull standing atop the
Hall? Well, due to your lobby Building, Lane Library, or the
ruins of a child's sandcastle. It
ing, this is a new 220 vehicle Dorms. Then look for the reply
seemed to smile at me. I plod
parking lot which is scheduled in the next issue of our "Inkwell."
ded over and started rebuilding
the castle. It had been a fine way
Is Your Phone A Luxury ? and mobile phone—you pay an
to spend a Saturday.
If this sounds like a good
(NAPS)—Exactly 100 years extra 3 percent tax. In fact, gov
ago,
the U.S. government put a ernment taxes and mandates add
way to spend a Saturday, and
tax on a new "luxury*—telephone 20 to 30 percent to every phone
you think you might be eligible service—to pay for our country's bill you pay.
Excise taxes are supposed to
for the Honors Program, contact involvement in the SpanishAmerican War. The charge up change behavior. T hat's why the
Dr. Mark Finlay in room 202C San Juan Hill is history, but the government taxes tobacco, alco
in Gamble Hall.
Tax on Talking remains alive and hol, fossil-fuels and ozone-deplet
well. Every time you pay your
phone bill—both regular land-line

Cleopatra was actually the
seventh Egyptian1 queen of that
name.

ing chemicals. But taxing tele
phone use doesn't make sense.
The Tax on Talking is one of those
out-dated taxes that never dies.
Many Congressmen and Senators
are working with members of the
Cellular Telecommunications
Industry Association to save con
sumers money by elim inating the
Tax on Talking. To receive a free
action kit supporting this effort,
write: Dept. TT, CTIA, 1250
Copnepticpt Ave., NW„ Suite 200,
Washington, DC 20036.
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New York City on a Student's Budget
By Georgia Priester
Armstrong students, do you
think that you will never get to
take that special trip to the Big
Apple? Anyone, including we
poor Armstrong students, can
enjoy New York City on a bud
get. With a little Internet re
search, you can find cheap air
fares and inexpensive classy
hotelsin which to stay. And at
little cost, you can experience
the culture and nightlife of "the
city that never sleeps."
The Internet is a great tool
to research the cheapest airfares
available. The cheapest airfare
to New York City that I found,
was on Continental Express for
$178 round-trip. The non-re
fundable ticket must be pur
chased 21 days in advanced.
There is also a $75 fee if you
change your original arrival and
departure date. But the flight
went smoothly and breakfast on
the plane was great.
Are you afraid you can't
find a decent hotel in Manhat
tan for less than $100 a night?
How about a more-lhan-decent
New York hotel for $89 a night?
The newly renovated, 110 room
Malibu Hotel at Broadway and
103rd St. offered stylish rooms
with private baths. While in
mid-town, the price is certainly
right. The rate includes conti
nental breakfast and the rooms
have cable TV and CD players.
If you bring a freind along, you

can divide the $89 by two. If
you stay for two nights/three
days, that's a total of $89 each.
You can't beat that! The uptown
location also forces you to walk a
bit and take in the sights on foot.
Last but not least, you must
experience the great culture and
nightlife of New York. Most
museums in the city, The
Metropoltian Museum of Art,
The Museum of Modern Art,
and The Guggenheim, offer $510 discounts to students \yith a
valid college ID. You get to see
exibitions of great artists from
long ago and from all over the
world. And these exhibitions
may never trasvel to Savannah.
Then there is the Museum of
Natural History, among others.
You can do more research
on the Internet, under YahooNew York-Clubs and find all
kinds of discounts. My friends

Seyuat Harassment

FTUR JOB HERE, DOM'T
IT,I IS3M?SOMMI^IOOU.LTMCR
VALUE

\ou,aa? \TU WAJLCN'T WANT TO dexmtzs

MimmOVERTGOSH, I MIGHT HAVE ID TALK
TO kREPORWRCR. SOMEKtH
DON'T
GIV£M£ WHAT!WMtTf.

UMiEvmiONor...'

and I got the Internet and found
the website to the discoWebster's Hall. We got on their
Internet guest list, which saved
us$10offthecoverpriceof$15.
What a deal!
In the city, the best places
to eat cheaply are the mom and
pop resturants. My friend,
Marcus, from Long Island took
us to a cozy resturant called
"Spain" in Greenwich Village.
They served authentic Spanish
food in a quaint charming atmo
sphere, seating fewer than 20
people at a time. For starters,
we sat in this little courtyard and
they served us "Tapas," which
is a variety of authentic Spanish
appetizers. Baby-back ribs,
chorizo, oysters with a tomato
onion salsa on top (to die for),
and homemade bread, were gra
ciously arranged on our tiny
table. Our main course was
"paella" with seafood in over
sized baking dishes, set steam
ing hot in the middle of the table.
It was a feast for both stomach
and eyes. The bill was $75 for
four people, including drinks.
You can't get any cheaper in
New York City. I felt fortunate
to experience the Old-World
charm of Spain in the Big Apple.
So, Armstrong students,
don't give up on that exciting
trip to New York City. At a rela
tivity low price of $400, you can
experience a matchless weekend
at the crossroad of the world.

st Simons On A s&oestniig
By Dana Pope
Journalism 3430
On St. Simons Island, the
tourists are gone and so are
high prices. Of the two million
people per year who visit this
golden isle for its beautiful
beaches, moss-draped oaks,
and vivid marsh grasses, few
of them come in the fall. Sep
tember to November marks a
season that's still warm enough
to swim and surf, but is rea
sonably priced, and by nature,
the most beautiful time of year.
The off-season traveler
shares the beach with fewer
people and plenty of bird life.
Visitors can opt to do abso
lutely nothing but sit by the
surf all day (the best beaches
are near the Coast Guard Sta
tion), with a good book and a
full cooler, or choose from the
many outdoor activities that
await the more adventurous
wanderer.
Things to Do that Don't Cost
a Bundle

The best way to see St.
Simons is by bicycle. Ahalf day
can be spent biking around The
Village and some historic sites
on the north end of the island.
The Village, with its small
town atmosphere, has plenty of
charm in spite of the typical
tacky T-shirt shops. The pier and
the lighthouse offer wonderful
vie ws of the sound and of Jekyll
Island across the water. From the
pier, Cap Fendig's water taxi
takes locals and tourists to Jekyll
(for more sight-seeing by bi
cycle) or into the rivers for a
dolphin cruise. Cap Fendig is
arguably the most knowledge
able boatsman in all of St.
Simons. An hour or sowith him
or his onboard naturalist yields
a wealth of information on the
surrounding ecosystem and the
visitor can usually count on a
dolphin siting. A bargain at
$12.50.
Ocean Motion and Southeast
Adventure Outfitters, specialize
in kayaking tours and other outdoor.adventures. For about $30,
both establishments take nature
lovers on guided tours, out in the
ocean or down isolated marsh
creeks often encountering alli

gator, dolphin, herons, egrets
and wood storks.
For those who enjoy histori
cal sites, Fort Fiederica, an archeological dig and museum,
and Christ Church, a charming
old church once visited by John
Wesley are both about six miles
from the village and accessible
by bike. This part of St. Simons
is home to a number of churches
and is known for its peaceful
groves of majestic oaks. The
visitor is left both with a feeling
of solitude and an appreciation
for preservation when he sees
the contrast between the less-de
veloped north end of St.Simons
and The Village.
October and early November
are great times for fishing the
rivers for trout and red fish. St.
Simons boasts many a greatfish
ing guide, but few leave the
docks without charging big
bucks. A less expensive alter
native to a charter is to rentyour
own fishing boat at Village
Creek Landing: A quaint fishing-camp-sort-of-place with a
ramp, some docks, a few boats,
and a bar. A 14 foot fiberglass
skiff with a Johnson 15 hp mo
tor, that holds three people, rents
for $60 a day, or a bigger group
can rent a pontoon boat that
holds six, for $125 a day. So,
it's not a Sportfisherman, but it
is affordable and it's an adven
ture! Pelican Spit, a bird sanctu
ary at the mouth of the Hamp
ton river, would be easy to ac
cess with the pontoon boat and
it's likely that a visitor this time
of year would find the beautiful
little island free of any other
people.
Tom, the resident fisherman
at Village Creek Landing, pro
vides a map to the maze of
creeks and rivers that wind
around Village Creek. It is here
that the fortunate ones cast live
shrimp and any doubts they
might have had about whether
they should be home studying.
When asked if one needed
any boating experience to rent
from him, Tom replied in hi s
ornery cuss of a way,"Well, you
gotta know how ta start 'em, stop
'em, dock 'em and keep 'em out
a the grass." If you don't pos
sess such basic skills then op t
instead for a game of pool and a
continued on page 7
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St. Simons Island
sunset beer on Village Creek
Landing's rocking chair porch.
Views of S t. Simons and Sea
Island are hard to beat. From
Thursday to Sunday, the drive
under garage is transformed
into a restaurant that serves
fried seafood dinners.

Nightlife
During the week, in the off
season, life in the village is vir
tually dead. But weekends
pick up considerably and there
are always live bands playing
to good-sized crowds at
Rafters and Island Rock Cafe,
two restaurants right next door
to each other in the village.

Continued

Sunday to Thursday and $89
on the weekend until October
31, when rates are $65 every
day. This includes continen
tal breakfast of bagels, toast,
muffins, cereal coffee and
juice. They have a pool and
you can walk to anywhere in
the village within five minutes.
If you're with a group of four,
a condo might be a good alter
native. Seafarer Inn, located
across the street from the
beach, rents one or two bed
room apartments with full
kitchen, living room and din
ing room that can accommo
date four to six people at rates
of $79 to $89 per night.
Old Coast Guard Station boasts the best beach on St. Simons Island.

ing, the window of off-season
opportunity is soon to close.
St. Simons might be reason
ably priced in January, but who
wants to go to the beach when
it's 55 degrees outside? By
mid-October your student-brain
needs a break, reward yourself
for that hard earned GPA with a

quick jaunt south. GA/FLA

View of Fishing Boat "Fleet" at the Villiage Creek Landing.

Rafters leans more toward
rhythm and blues, while Island
Rock books a variety of per
formers, from swing to alter
native to "big name has beens."
If you're not into live music
and prefer a seedier poolroom
atmosphere, step down the
street to Murphy's Tavern and
swap hog stories with local
bikers. Not your cup of Java?
Then walk around the corner
to Mullet Bay where there
seems to be a younger crowd
on the p orch discussing golf,
fishing, frat parties and Geor
gia football. While the drinks
and atmosphere are fine, the
food at M ullet Bay should be
used as chum.

Nice Digs - Good Eats - Ap
pealing Prices

There are some tourist traps
when it c omes to food in this
town. Avoid anyplace that has
the word, "crab" in its name.
Most of the good restaurants
unfortunately extend way be
yond a college students means,
however, a few establishments
offer good fare at good prices.
Brogen's has two locations to
which locals flock for consis
tently good burgers, pizza, and
nightly seafood specials. A
grilled mahi sandwich with
fries, beer and tip will cost
about $11. Fourth of May, in
the village has home cooked
meals with huge portions for
$4 - $13. Daily potluck spe
cial includes entree, two
veggies, biscuit or cornbread
for $5.95. CJ's, in the village,
has good pizza. Chelsea's of
fers a finer cuisine to the less
budget minded with early bird
specials at $9.95 each night.

St. S imons offers no real
budget hotels or youth hostels.
The least expensive accommo
dations start in the Days Inn
range. The best rates f or Oc NOTHING LASTS
tober and November are at The FOREVER
With summer long gone
St. Simons Inn, located right in
the village, at $65 for two, and winter quickly approach-

weekend as well as Halloween,
is October 30-31, translating to
big fun on this happy isle.
Solitude among the oaks at Christ Church

SPEND MAY DAYS IN ENGLAND
STUDYING BRITISH THEATRE, LITERATURE, HISTORY, & CULTURE.
EARN UP TO 7 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT IN THIS UNIVERSITY
SYSTEM OF GEORGIA STUDY-ABROAD PROGRAM.

London... May Break *99
Spend May Break (May 14-June 5,1999) in the heart of literary and historical England as a participant
in the British Studies Program.
Tour London's museums, galleries, churchyards, pubs, markets, and paries. Explore neighborhoods
famous for their literary connections—or simply for their eccentric reputations. Attend West End theatre
productions, and make backstage visits to
the National Theatre and to Shakespeare's
newly restored Globe. Step into historyat The British Studies Program is open to all college and university
the Inns of Court, Westminster Abbey, and students in good academic standing-University System of
Georgia and otherwise. Up to 7 semester bouts of credit
the Houses of Parliament
(undergraduate or graduate)are available: British Culture (3),
Traveling by coach o r by British Rail,
British Theatre (3), Literature of London (1-3). In addition,
enjoy day trips beyond London to such
independent study projects can be arranged for students with
notable destinations as Oxford, Stratford, particular course needs andspecial academic interests.
Bath, Stonehenge, Windsor, and Bath. In
Supervision and instruction by Dr. Richard Nordquist, Professor
addition, with weekends unscheduled, you of English at Armstrong Atlantic State University, Dr. David
will have many opportunities to venture
Gleeson, Assistant Professor of History at AASU; Dr. Erik
out on your own. The estimated program
Nordenhaug, Assistant Professor of Philosophy at AASU; and Dr.
cost of S3,000 (not including University Keith Connelly ofthe University of London. For further
System tuition) covers round-trip airfare, information and application materials, contact:
Dr. Richard Nordquist
lodging, meals, theatre tickets, excursions,
British Studies Office (Victor 1-10)
and a three-week London travel pass.
Armstrong Atlantic State University
Partial scholarships may be available.
Savannah, Georgia 31419
Phone (912) 921 3626
For further information, visit Dr.
E-mail: richard_nordquist@mailgate.armstrong.edu
Richard Nordquist in Victor 1-10 at
Armstrong Atlantic, or call 912/921 5626.
Application deadline: 1 February *99.

Call 912/921 5626 for more information and a free
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ecome an organ and tissue
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Thursday Oct. %\
11:45 a.m. to b p.m.
Campus Quadrangle
Come show that you can
STlCK T O youp COMMITMENT
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GIVEAWAYS:
Stadium Cups, Bumper Stickers, Popcorn, Frisbees,
Pens, Pencils, Koozies, LifeSavers®
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IN MANY COMPANIES
IT TAKES YEARS TO PROVE YOU'RE
MANAGEMENT MATERIAL...
A

MP

WE LL GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.
fen weeks may nof seem like much time to prove you're capable of being

a leader. But if you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of
hard work could make you an Officer of Marines. And Officer Candidates
School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove you've got what it takes
to lead a life full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor. Anyone can say
they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove it.

Marines
The Few. The Pmtd. The Marines.

MARINE OFFICER
www.Marines.com

If you think you can handle a crash course in
management call Capt Tim Kornacki or
Gysgt Froscher at 1-800-270-9874 ext 14 then 15
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jolly oide England sign w arning

National Contest Seeks Cartooning Talent

of quicksand:
QUICKSAND. ANY PERSON J"
•*
PASSING
THIS
POINT
WILL
From jokes on line.
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Sept.
BE DROWNED. BY ORDER
28
/PRNewswire/
— The syn
Sign in a Laundromat AUTO OF THE DISTRICT COUNCIL.
dicate who brings the world
MATIC WASHING MA
some of the best cartoonists, in
CHINES: PLEASE REMOVE Notice sent to residents of a
cluding
Garry
Trudeau
ALL YOUR CLOTHES WHEN Whiltshire parish: DUE TO IN
CREASING
PROBLEMS (Doonesbury), Jim Davis
THE LIGHT GOES OUT
WITH LETTER LOUTS AND (Garfield) and Cathy Guisewite
(Cathy), is searching the nation's
Sign in a London department VANDALS WE MUST ASK
colleges
and universities for the
store: BARGAIN BASEMENT ANYONE WITH RELATIVES
BURIED IN THE GRAVE next great cartoonist. From now
UPSTAIRS
YARD TO DO THEIR BEST until Oct. 31, students have a
rare opportunity to have their
In an office: WOULD THE TO KEEP THEM IN ORDER
work judged by the editors of
PERSON WHO TOOK THE
some of today's legendary car
STEP LADDER YESTERDAY Notice in a dry cleaner's win
toonists. Andrews McMeel Uni
PLEASE BRING IT BACK OR dow: ANYONE LEAVING
versal and Follett College
FURTHER STEPS WILL BE THEIR GARMENTS HERE
FOR MORE THAN 30 DAYS Stores, the world's largest opera
TAKEN
tor of college and university
WILL BE DISPOSED OF.
bookstores, have teamed to cre
Outside a farm: HORSE MA
ate and sponsor a unique nation
NURE PER PRE-PACKED Sign on motorway garage:
wide contest called Strip Search.
PLEASE
DO
NOT
SMOKE
BAG DO-IT-YOURSELF
People
who are enrolled in or
NEAR
OUR
PETROL
employed
by a college or uni
In an office: AFTER TEA PUMPS.YOUR LIFE MAY
versity are encouraged to submit
BREAK STAFF SHOULD NOT BE WORTH MUCH BUT
their best cartoons in the catego
EMPTY THE TEAPOT AND OUR PETROL IS.
ries of Comic Strip, Comic
STAND UPSIDE DOWN ON
Panel, or Other Format. Editors
Spotted
in
a
safari
park:
EL
THE DRAINING BOARD
EPHANTS PLEASE STAY IN from Universal Press Syndicate
On a church door: THIS IS THE
GATE OF HEAVEN. ENTER
YE ALL BY THIS DOOR.
(THIS DOOR IS KEPT
LOCKED BECAUSE OF THE
DRAFT. PLEASE USE SIDE
DOOR.)
Outside a secondhand shop: WE
EXCHANGE ANYTHING BICYCLES, WASHING MA
CHINES ETC. WHY NOT
BRING YOUR WIFE ALONG
AND GET A WONDERFUL
BARGAIN?

will judge the contest. The win
ners' work and other top contest
submissions will be published in
a book collection titled Strip
Search, scheduled for release in
spring of 1999. Strip Search
winners will be notified by
March 1,1999. The grand-prize
winner will receive a cash re
ward of $2,000 and a publica
tion party at the Follett College
Store nearest his/her residence.
Category winners will receive
$500 each. Official entry forms
are available at all 570 Follett
College Stores or on the
Andrews McMeel Universal
Web site: www.uexpress.com/
stripsearch/. Deadline for entry

is Oct. 31, 1998. Andrews
McMeel Universal is the corp o
rate parent company that includes
Universal Press Syndicate (UPS)
and Andrews McMeel Publishing
(AMP). UPS is the largest inde
pendent newspaper syndicate in
the country, distributing some of
the most popular comics in
newspapers today, including
Bizarro, Cathy, Close to Home,
Doonesbury, FoxTrot, Garfield,
Ted Rail, Tom the Dancing Bug,
and Ziggy. AMP is one of the
country's leading publishers of
general nonfiction trade books,
gift books, and humor books, pub
lishing as many as 300 new titles
annually.

YOUR CAR

Notice in a field: THE FARMER
ALLOWS WALKERS TO
CROSS THE FIELD FOR
FREE,BUT THE BULL
CHARGES.
Message on a leaflet: IF YOU.
CANNOT READ, THIS LEAF
LET WILL TELL YOU HOW
TO GET LESSONS

You are cordially
inviteci to the 13tVi Annual
Career Fair hosted by
Armstrong Atlantic State University
& Savannah
State University
F^dav October 30. 1998 - 9=00 - 2=00
Alumni Arena - Sports Center

AASU

Sign on a repair shop door: WE
CAN REPAIR ANYTHING.
(PLEASE
KNOCK HARD ON
Sign outside a new town hall
THE
DOOR
- THE BELL
which was to be opened by the
Prince of Wales: THE TOWN DOESN'T WORK)
HALL IS CLOSED UNTIL
OPENING. IT WILL REMAIN Sign at Norfolk farm gate: BE
CLOSED AFTER BEING WARE! I SHOOT EVERY
OPENED. OPEN TOMOR TENTH TRESPASSER AND
THE NINTH ONE HAS JUST
ROW.
LEFT
Outside a photographer's studio:
OUT TO LUNCH: IF NOT
BACK BY FIVE,OUT FOR
DINNER ALSO

•Fvervone's invited - Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors, Graduate Students, Alumnil

•Bring several copies of your resume & Dress for Success if you plan to interview.

Seen at the side of a Sussexroad:
SLOW CATTLE CROSSING.
NO OVERTAKING FOR THE
NEXT 100 YRS.
Outside a disco: SMARTS IS
THE MOST EXCLUSIVE
DISCO IN TOWN. EVERY
ONE WELCOME.

•A list of organizations attending wi11 he available in October.
•Drop your resume by Student Affairs for review. Allow one week turn around time.
Videotapes are available for viewing in the Career Library on Interviewing Skills.

A so ap plant is an herb from
California which can grow as high
as five feet. Indians have used the
plant's bulb for washing.

* A Door Prize will be given away at 2:00 pm the day of the fair!!

•Contact Jan Jones or Student Affairs at 912.927.5269 for more irafomtsiuMry

©[0ffi©aiffi@©QOQ©ffil58
NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE WEEK:

October 10-17, 1998
Fourth Annual Celebration
Special events are planned
during the second week in Oc
tober at refuges across the coun
try to lau nch the fourth annual
National Wildlife Refuge Week
celebration. Locally, the Savan
nah Coastal Refuges will spon
sor a Savannah River boat trip,
outdoor cla sses featuring birds
and r epitles, beach clean-ups,
and nature w alks.
Activities on Pinckney Is
land National Wildlife Refuge
(NWR) will be held on Saturday,
October 10. Nature walks, con
ducted by refuge volunteers and
docents from the Coastal Dis
covery Museum, will be led dur
ing the mor ning hours. Partici
pants will be allowed to drive
from the refuge entrance to a
designated parking area located
two mi les north of the gate. A
limited number of passes will be
issued for vehicular access.
Additional passes (fee required)
will be available for visitors who
do not want to join the walks,
but wish to attend an outdoor
program, "Refuge Raptors,"
presented by the South Carolina
Center for Birds of Prey. For
reservation information, contact
the Coastal Discovery Museum
(843)689-6767.
Savannah NWR's special
event will also be conducted on
Saturday, O ctober 10. The Si
erra C lub - Coastal Group, in
collaboration with the Ogeechee
Audubon Society and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Services
(FWS), will sponsor a "River
Adventure" up the Savannah
River from the Houlihan Bridge
to the junction with Interstate
Highway 9 5. Noted Savannah
naturalist John Crawford and
FWS interpretive specialist will
accompany each of the three
separate groups which will tour
the r efuge's waterways. The
two-hour boat trips are sched
uled for 9: 00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.;
'1:30 a.m.-l :30 p.m.; and 2:00
P m.-4:00 p.m. Passes ($15 per

One metric ton equals the
weight of a small automobile.

Help Wanted!
The Landings Club is a private
country club with six golf courses;
34 tennis courts, a stare-of-the-art
fitness center and four clubhouses
located on beautiful Skldaway Is
land. Your working environment
cannot be matched.
NOW HIRING
FULLTIME POSITIONS
Golf Course Workers
Service Staff
Buspersons
Spray Technician
Irrigation Technician
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Chatham Area TransitAnnounces
Customer Survey Results

Since 1997, employeebased task forces at Chatham
Area Transit have been research
ing slated projects and provid
ing recommendations to man
agement for optimum project
implementation. The mission of to use.
the task forces is consistent with
* 74% of respondents gave
that of the transit authority - to bus operators courtesy high
provide quality public transpor marks.
tation services in a professional
86% of customers were
and
responsive
manner.
pleased
with their bus ride on the
PART TIME POSITIONS
The
External
Communica
day they took the survey.
Golf Cart Attendant
tions Task Force, comprised of
Service Staff
Survey results revealed that
Buspersons
employees from various CAT bus cleanliness and buss ontime
Tennis Court Attendant
departments, is one of eight cur performance were areas needing
rent task forces. In December improvement - CAT employees.
The Landings Club offers competi
1997, the task force designed With employees' input, the Ex
tive salaries. Health, life, disability
and implemented an onboard ternal Communications Task
& dental insurance, 401 (k) with
passenger survey with questions Force developed recommenda
company match, a generous vaca
tion plan, paid holidays, employee aimed at addressing issues rel tions which have led to the
scholarships, job training, employee evant to the riding public, such implementation of quality assur
recognition and incentive programs as bus operator courtesy, bus ance measures for bijis c leanli
are offered to full time employees. book ease of use, ontime perfor ness and ontime performance
Please apply in person Tuesday-Fri mance, and bus connections.
measures.
day, 9 AM-4 PM. Go South on Wa
Seven hundred surveys
Using the December survey
ters to Skidaway Island or call were completed out of a total of
as a benchmark, the task force
JOBLINE 598-2504, #1, #1, EOE,
2,500 that were distributed. Re will distribute another survey in
DFW.
sponses from the surveys were May 1999 to assess the results
analyzed by task force members. of the quality assurance program
The survey results revealed:
Philosophical Debate
and solicit feedback from cus
* Close to 75% of respon tomers on issues that lead to
Meetings are held in
dents found the CAT schedule implementation of strategies for
Gamble Hall @ 7:30
and information bus book easy greater customer satisfaction.

person) will be issued by mail
by Sierra Club. Contact the Si
erra Club for further reservation
information (912) 351-7436.
Leave your phone number and
address.
Refuge Week on Wassaw
and Blackbeard NWRs, barrier
islands accessible only by boat,
will be commemorated on Sat
urday, October 10 with beach
clean-ups co-sponsored by
Clean Coast. Each refuge's lit
ter patrol group will be limited
to 30 participants. FWS volun
teers will provide an interpretive
program to each party and offer
assistance transporting gear.
Clean Coast will provide trans
portation to the islands. Reser
vations for the Wassaw patrol
can be made by calling Clean
Coast/Savannah Chapter (9\2)
239-9663; for the Balckbeard pa
trol, call Clean Coast/ Mcintosh
P.M. Room 114 on:
County Chapter (912) 437-4878.
11/12
Refuge Week programs will
10/15
11/23
conclude on Saturday, October
10/26
12/7
17 with an outdoor class on
"Refuge Reptiles" presented by
Bobby Moulis, the Savannah
Ogeechee Canal Museum and
Nature Center's naturalist. Live
and preserved specimens will be
Credit Card fundraiser for student
organizations. You've seen other
displayed, and the museum's
groups doing it, now it's your turn.
field research on rare species
One week is all it takes.
such as the frosted flatwoods
NO gimmicks, NO tricks,
NO obligation. Call for
salamander will be discussed.
information today.
This informal talk will appeal to
1-800-932-0528 x 65.
www.ocmconcepts.com
children and adults alike. No
reservations are needed to attend
Sitel Corporation
the class which is scheduled
We
Speak Your Language
from 11:00 a.m. until noon at the
Now Hiring Customer Service
Harris Neck NWR field office.
Marketing Agents.
For further information, contact Full/Part lime Flexible Schedule
the Savannah Coastal Refuges
Perfect for students or those
who need extra income,
office (912) 652-4415.

$1250

FUNDRAISER

typing, Computer skills & 6
months customer service
experience required.
Positions available immediately.
Apply Now!
1001 Davidson Dr.
(off Dean Forest Road)
Savannah, GA 31408
Served by Chatham area Transit
2 West Chatham Bus Line
A group of kangaroos is called
Job Line (912) 963-2063
a mob.
EOE

Who'll be in England Summer 6<99?
Elton John, Oasis, Iron be provided by Dr. Richard
Maiden, Sting, Spice Girls Nordquist, Professor if English
Your time passages should
include a journey to a country
where they turn back time. One
moment's fatal hesitation may
cause you to miss May break
"99 in the heart of literary and
historical England! Every breath
you take will include London's
museums and galleries. Every
body get on board, no beasts of
burden required—rail travel is
available to nearby Stonehenge,
Oxford, Bath, and Statford.
Weekends are open. Experience
places famous for their histori
cal, literary, and eccentric repu
tations.
The British Studies Program
is open to all college and uni
versity students in good stand
ing—University of Georgia and
otherwise. Classes (up to 7 se
mester hours of credit; graduate
and undergraduate) will meet in
central London. Instruction will

at Armstrong Atlantic Univer
sity, Dr. Davis Gleeson, Assis
tant Professor of History at
AASU, Eric Nordenhaug, Assis
tant Professor of Philosophy and
Dr. Keith Connely of London. In
addition , independent study
projects can be arranged.
The estimated cost of
$3,000 covers airfare, lodging,
meals, theater tickets, and excur
sions. Tuition is not included.
Partial scholarships are available
to AASU students. Check with
your financial aid officer to see
is you qualify for other tuition
assistance. Don't pass up an op
portunity to travel and earn se
mester credit! Contact Dr.
Nordquist in Victor 1-10 for
more information and a FREE
subscription to the "British Stud
ies Newsletter".
Telephone (912) 921-5626
e-mail: richard_nordquist@
mailgate.armstrong.edu
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To YOUR WEALTH!
By Bonnie Neuman, Ph.D., R.N.
Department of Nursing

TBTCK OP TREAT
SAFETY TIPS
Halloween is just around the
corner. Before you go out, or
send your children out, with the
spooks and goblins, be sure that
you take a few minutes to think
about safety as your primary
concern. Below are some sug
gestions to help ensure a Happy,
and Safe, Halloween!
child has change for a phone call
in case they have a problem.
Costumes:
• Apply face paint to cosmetics • Decorate bags and costumes
directly to the face. It is safer with reflective stickers or tape.
than a loose-fitting mask that • Carry a flashlight or glow in
can obstruct vision. If a mask is the dark prop.
worn, he certain the mask fits • Children should only go to
securely. Cut the eye holes large homes that are well lit and are
in familiar neighborhoods.
enough for full vision.
• Make costumes short enough • Instruct children never to en
to avoid tripping. Secure so that ter a home or an apartment
they will not slip over children's building unless accompanied by
eyes.
• Dress children in shoes that fit.
Adult shoes are not safe for
trick-or treaters. The larger size
makes it easier for them to trip

an adult.
• Set a time for children to re

and fall.
• Allow children to carry only
flexible knives, swords or other
props. Anything they carry could
injure them if they fall.
• Avoid costumes that are too big
or have baggy sleeves or billow
ing skirts.
• Attach your child's name, ad
dress, and phone number to his
or her clothes, but not in an eas
ily visible place

• Remind child not to eat candy
until you inspect it.
• Fruit or homemade/unwrapped
treats could be hazardous. Dis
card these items if you don't
know and trust the person who
handed them out.
• Be careful with fruit. Inspect
the surface closely for punctures
or holes and cut it open before
allowing a child to eat it.
• Remember small round foods
like hard candy and nuts or sticky
foods such as gum are a choking
hazard for children under 4.
From all of us, Have a Bootiful Halloween!
To Your Health! will feature
information about your health.
Suggestions and comments
should be sent to Dr. Camille
Stern, Graduate Program in
Nursing (921-5721). E-mail:
camilk„stem@mailgcite.armstrc)ng.odu.

Pedestrian Safety:
• Remind children to stop at all
corners and look left, right, and
left again before crossing.
• Tell children not to dart out be
tween parked cars
• Never let children under 8 go
trick or treating without an adult
or older sibling.
• Teach your child his or her
phone number. Make sure your

turn home.

Candy:

Allergies Cost
Millions Of Dollars
(NAPS)—This year's allergy
season is expected to beone of the
worst. And that's bad news forthe
one in ten U.S. employees who
suffer from allergies and for th e
companies they work for.
According to a study by Hewitt
Associates, allergies cause in
creased absenteeism and re
duced productivity in the work
place, potentially costing U.S.
companies more than $250 mil
Volleyball Coach Carol Meegan has left AASU in mid-season ot take
lion this year. Surveying more
on a job at Rutgers University. How will this affect the AASU team?
than 2,000 employees at 30 U.S.
Hopefully we will have more information in the next edition of the
companies, the study found:
Inkwell.
•
Employees who use non
prescription medication say they
most often miss work because of
Events sponsored ty the
Office of Career Services
drowsiness; while those who use
Armstrong Atlantic Stete University
prescription medicine to allevi
2nd floor, MCC, Room 211
ate allergy symptoms most of
912.927.5269
ten miss work because of
planned doctor appointments.
•
83 percent of workers say
they are not as effective at work
due to allergy symptoms. On
average, employees estimate
they are 26 percent less effec
tive at work when affected by

OCTOBER
Preparing for Interview®
View video® designed to prepare you
for tke career fair - b y appointment

allergies.
•
The average number of
,
i
• -W
workdays employees report

Friday, October 30
13th Annual Career Fair
9:00 - 10:00
Alumni Arena - Sport® Center

NOVEMBER
Monday, November 9
Resume Critiques

12:00 - 2:00
Career Library, 2 nd floor, MCC
Bring your resume to be critiqued by local employers

Check with Career Services for aJJitional events.

Balancing work, life
People nationwide were asked how their careers
and lifestyles affect happiness:^ -

Compared with parents
More possessions
More financially secjHP^
More successful incareer
|§LHappier

58%

Would be mori satisfied if...

they're affected by allergies dur
ing a year is 68.7.
"When you combine the cost of
missed workdays with reduced
productivity, we estimate that
companies can lose an average
of $2,000 a year per allergy suf
ferer," says Camille Haltom, a
health care consultant with
Hewitt Associates.
According to the American
Academy of Allergy, Asthma
and Immunology, seasonal aller
gies have t w o peak seaso ns a
year, but also can persist year round.
Hewitt Associates LLC isa glo
bal management consulting firm
specializing in human resource
solutions.
Forty percent of employees who
suffer from allergies say they
miss an average of one to five
days of work due to allergy
symptoms.

Able to spend mote time with family, friends 66%)
Had less stress inlfe
56%
Able to make a difference in the communl
Had nicer car
Had larger house, apart19%^

At formal dinners, silverware
is arranged In the order of its
use, with the first to be used far
thest from the plate.

About 90 percent of all fabr ics
produced in the United States are
made by weaving or knitting.

SOURCE: Merck Family Fund survey of 80 0 wo^
Figures do notadd up to 100 percent due to
rounding or multiple responses

Spectacled bears are the only
bears that live In South America-
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Intimate Palaver: Male Exciting ItemsAvailableAt Silent Auction
vs Female Conversation
By Tammy Williams
Communication is an every
day occurrence. People talk on
the telephone, e-mail one an
other, or have actual face to face
conversations.
One would not use the same
context in a conversation with a
professor as she would with her
spouse or with someone of the
same gender. Men don't talk to
women about the same things as
they talk to each other about. than women.
Women will talk about any
Nor do women share with males
thing
and everything at any
the girl things that happen in
given
time
or place. Their con
their lives. For example, would
a guy disc uss how to torque an versations are much more in
engine with a woman he just tense than a man's. "Females
met? Would a woman talk to a tend to interrupt each other
guy s he likes about her latest more, which is probably the rea
knitting project? Hold on, I son conversations between fe
didn't mean to sound sexist! males can go on for a very long
There are some women who are time. At a recent cookout, I
knowledgeable about engines, overheard two females com
and som e men care about knit plaining about their husbands,
ting, b ut let's face it, the com then in the same instant when the
munication gap between gen one agreed with the other about
ders has existed since the begin her husband, a catfight almost
happened.
ning of time.
I found if one is to have a
The art of conversation
starts the minute one is born. healthy and happy friendship
Without k nowing how to form with the opposite sex, then one
words and speak, one cries to get better try to understand the dif
attention. As we get older, we ference in communication be
learn to tal k. In January issues tween the sexes. The commu
of De velopment - Psychology, nication gap isn't that hard to
Maureen C allanan and Christi bridge, if we only tried to under
Cervantes, show that relation stand each other a little more.
This is a list of things that
ships between mother and
preschooler is very strong. The men don't like about women,
mothers had to explain more and and a list of things that women
label their emo tions when talk do not like about men.
Men say:
ing to boys. Would this explain
1) Women talk too much
the observation that many
women m ake, that as men get about nonsense.
2) Women take too long to
older, women have to repeat
themselves more about the way get ready to go somewhere.
they feel?
3) Women complain too much.
Women
say:
Men tend to talk about
1)
Men
do not listen (they
things that they are involved in
have
selective
hearing).
at th at momen t. I overheard a
2) Men never offer to help.
few conversations the last few
3) Men do not trust women's
days and I realized that, if a man
were fishing then that is his top
abilities in business.
mission and that is all he would
Special Kid's Nite Out Offer
'alk a bout. If he is with other
males, then the conversation will
A limited number of group
mvolve around the situation at
rate tickets are available in
hand, be it a N ASCAR or what
Student Activities for
fee president has done now.
Gullah Gullan Island Live
Male c onversations are short,
w'ih a limited amount of verbal
on Thursday, November 12,
exchanges. There are more
at the Johnny Mercer The
grunts and "u mh's" than in fe
atre at the Civic Center. The
male conversations. Although,
tickets from Student Activi
studies have shown, that men do
ties are only $7. You Save
talk w ith more self-confidence

six bucks!

The school year has been
a busy one so far for the AASU
Chapter of Georgia Association
of Nursing Students (GANS).
Several members will rep
resent the Chapter as Delegates
at the GANS Annual Conven
tion at Jekyll Island. Scheduled
events include a Parliamentary
Review, Keynote Speakers, the
House of Delegates, Focus and
Legislative Sessions, and an
Exhibit Hall. It won't be all
work though; delegates and at
tendees will also enjoy a sun
set boat cruise, Luau party and
awards dinner. Past delegates
have reported that this event is
a true learning experience, al
lowing members to network
with their peers from around

the state.

rant certificates, tanning and ser
vices at local salons, profes
sional nursing and medical
books, and a wide range of other
fun and exciting gifts. So mark
your calendars—come by the
GANS booth on October 21 and
bid on your choice of items.
AASU-GANS
meets
monthly, on the first Monday, at
noon, in the Health Professions
Auditorium (aka Ashmore Au
ditorium). Refreshments are pro
vided. Anybody interested in ex
ploring nursing as a career is in
vited to participate. For details,
contact Corresponding Secretary
Items received to date in Debbie Ehrstin by phone at 843clude a one year membership at 705-5960, e-mail at:
the YMCA, 2 rounds of golf at ehrstide @ pirates .armstrong.edu.
a local club, numerous restau
TheAASU-GANS Scholar
ship Program is a major focus
of the organization this year.
The Scholarship Committee is
working diligently to award
scholarships for spring semester.
Guidelines will be announced in
a future edition of the Inkwell.
To fund its projects, the
Fund Raising Committee has
been scouring the Savannah
area, soliciting donations from
area vendors for a silent auction,
which is scheduled for October
21 in conjunction with Celebrate
AASU Day.

XUmCP^nU

COW£%yC4PSRS
nJ4<L43l?£
Join us for a night of comedy, mystery, and good food!
Catered b„ WrS. WLs

Where: WCC
IdJhen: ^driday, October 23,1998
sddmiAi ion: $10.00 per person
jbinner wiidbe Served at 7:15 p.m.
Purclai*

in •StueUnl^Mctu/itUi

§fl(!!X°te[ji)ft§~ (3©g)fefl©(T ft® Mfco @ i
0X0
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Name
Address
State
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.Telephone #.
ZIP

City
Show you wish to attend

11 AM or

Turn your entries in to Student Activities by November 5th 1998.

7 PM .
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WHAT DREAMS MAY COME

A 12,000 foot long aircraft carrier at the Mare Island Na
val Shipyard became passage into the Underworld for the
graveyard sequence.
What Dreams May Come is based on the novel by fantasist
Richard Matheson (Somewhere in Time, Incredible Shrinking Man)
and adapted to screen by Ron Bass (Rainman).
Principal photography for the film began in late June 1997, in
Montana's Glacier National Park, culminating in the San Fancisco
Bay area 75 days later. "The first thing we did was to try to figure
out where we could construct these huge majestic vistas," said
coproducer Alan Blomquist. "Some were done on computer but
many were done 'in camera'."
Interiors were built at Treasure Island in San Francisco where
the construction crew erected gigantic sets in vast, empty hangars
bigger than most sound stages in Los Angeles. There, a 300,000
gallon fppol was flooded with water and multi-story sets were
built around it.
The movie looks at the afterlife in a spiritual, nonreligious
manner, in which everyone creates their own heaven and hell.

Benson's Resume
And Writing Service
Papers, Theses and Letters Typed
Resumes • Scannable Resumes • Updates
Composing • Expert Editorial Services
Faxing • Copying • Laser Printing
Notary Public

To sleep: perchance to dream...For in that sleep of death what
dreams may come... Must give us pause.
- William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act III, Scene I
And death shall have no dominion.
- Dylan Thomas

Owned & Operated by Armstrong Alumni

8410 Abercorn Street, Suite A-2
Savannah, GA 31406
(912) 925-2050
FAX (912) 925-0110

What Dreams May Come, a film by Vincent Ward, starring Robin Williams and Cuba Gooding, Jr.
Robin Williams plays Chris Nielsen, whose love for his wife Annie ( Annabella Sciorra) is so
strong that it defies the bounds of heaven and earth and leads him on a remarkable, visually daz
zling adventure unlike any ever seen before on film.
The film also stars Cuba Gooding, Jr. as Albert, Nielsen's afterworld guide. Nielsen discovers
that his heaven is living within one of his still living wife's paintings, but despite sharing memo
ries and dreams of his wife, he feels unfulfilled without her. He is told that she cannot ever join him
in this world, but sets out to find a way to be with her forever.
Nielsen meets The Tracker, played by Max Van Sydow, who sets about finding a way to bring
the two together again. The exploration of worlds unimagined comes to life on the screen combin
ing elements of fantasy, drama and spectacle.

When elephants fight, it is the grass that suffers.
—Kikuyu proverb

Leave a log in the water as long as you like; it will never be a
crocodile.
—Guinea-Bissau

OXD®US8 ©@<11 Qdlm0©lS8®rD

Reading is Full of Surprises
Reading can be seen asfim, edu
cational or anecessary pain to make
it through a college class. Bradley
Allison, a Journalism student at
AASU l ooks into the many ways
reading can enrich our lives.

by Bradley Allison
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"Character Education"
Comes to the Golden Isles
By Dan a Pope
Journalism 3430

sidered to be the fastest grow
ing educational movement in the
country. According to Dr.
Teachers and parents from Lickona, developmental psy
seven
county areas, who partici chologist and professor of edu
As college students we often
pated
in
a w orkshop last month cation at the State University of
ask ourselves why we need to
in St. Simons Island, concluded New York at Cortland, "Charac
study courses that do not appear
that "character education" is ter Education is the deliberate
to relate to our degree of choice.
what is needed in school curricu effort to teach virtue.
Yet, we live in a rich world, and if
lum, not necessarily religious
we can learn more through read
The school stands for vir
instruction.
ing, ourlives will be more greatly
tues and promotes them explic
enriched.
What was learned on Au itly at every turn... it is a whole
gust 21st at the "Respect and school effort . . . where behav
It seems that many people
Responsibility
study the great composers, paint
iors such as respect, honesty, •
ers and writers, to impress people
Workshop," sponsored by diligence, and kindness are mod
rather than to open their minds to
Frederica Academy through eled, taught, expected, cel
a different way of thinking. Too
support from the Georgia Hu ebrated and practiced everyday."
often, we only look at the surface
manities Council and the Na Virtues are not mere thoughts
without searching for the mean
tional Endowment for the Hu but habits developed by per
ing buried beneath. It is only after
manities, might just be the solu forming virtuous acts.
we begin to look deeper at writ next person who reads the story.
tion
to the endless dispute over
book is about.
Good for the individual be
ten texts that we can hope to find So, it is wise to ask how these im
whether
or not to reinstate cause they help to lead a fulfill
However, reading is much
out what they truly mean.
ages relate to the author's inter more than knowing what the prayer and religion in public ing life, virtues are good for hu
The main thing to remember pretation or intended meaning,
words mean. It is using the words schools. "Character education" manity as well because they en
is that a text can be anything, and not rely fully on o ne's own
to make the reading become teaches values that many reli able people to live together har
though words are the symbols that understanding of what was meant.
something that you have feelings gions embrace but it is abso moniously and productively.
most of us are used to dealing
Being in the Army actually for. I spent many nights staring at lutely secular in its content and
Character Education could
with, but these words can paint a helped me to understand literature
Don McCullin's photograph, execution.
be the pluralist, secular place
portrait or describe what becomes better because the service teaches
reading and rereading many dif
Since 1963, when the Su where all citizens can meet on
a photograph in our minds much people how to pay attention to the
ferent shorts stories, just hoping preme Court handed down a de common ground, using virtue as
like Don McCullin's Man with slightest detail. This attention to
that they would tell me their mean cision to remove prayer from the character development and
Child, in which one might only see detail is exactly what is needed to
ings. They never did, and I amstill public schools, a continuous
conscience that many Ameri
a man feeding a child, but upon look at unfamiliar things an d re
searching, but knowing how toget emotional and legal debate has
further ex amination sees three late to them.
cans
feel is so desperately
the texts to lead me to their mean seemed to defy solution. There
poorly clothed hungry and home
needed in young people. It is not
The same is true for the first ing is great place to start.
has been great confusion as to necessarily a compromise, but a
less people whose facial expres year of college. It allows us to
A liberal arts curriculum al
sions expose their fear and uncer make the connection that all lows students to learn more about what religious references can le solution of sorts, and one that is
tainty about the future. While we courses are related. Mathematics the world. By studying courses gally be discussed and taught in already working in schools in
see a specific human situation that and Science courses teach us to that exp ose our minds to some the public school classroom. Georgia and in other parts of the
speaks to a universal feeling. We think critically and solve prob thing we have not come into con This confusion, compounded by country.
may not see this at first glance. We lems. They both deal with specific tact with before, we can open our the fear of lawsuits, has caused
At his workshop, Dr.
have to make a personal connec procedures that must be followed minds to the infinite possibilities teachers and administrators to Lickona provided inspiration,
tion to the photograph to see be to get the answers. With Language the world has in store for us.
err on the side of caution, and ex instruction and advice forimple
hind the surface, Only by ques Arts, there are no formulas that
Anyone who takes the time clude issues of morality and e th menting character education pi
tioning and looking past the sur will give us the magical answer, to look at the things around them ics from theclassroom altogether. lot programs locally. And it
face can all of the p arts join to but the problem solving skillsthat is probably an open minded indi
There is a growing consen seems as though Georgia's edu
gether to make us understand what we learned in math and science vidual who is able to see the sus that America, to its own
cators will heed that advice, at
the photographer wants us to see. will help us to understand what we beauty of the world, which adds detriment,has over-enforced the
least in Glynn County. Plans are
Photographs a re similar to need to do.
separation of church and state; underway with Frederica Acadto the pleasures of living.
short stories in that they convey
My point is that as students,
With a little nudge, we might that its society is in serious emy, an independent school in
meaning. The difference is that we should not abandon a text be agree that seeing the larger picture moral and spiritual decline. By
short stories must convey their cause we do not like itor because often enables us to see the legal banning any ethical expression St. Simons, to begin this char
meanings with words, and these we haveno initial interest in it. Die problem, medical situation, or the from education, America has acter education campaign. The
meanings may seem hidden to us joy that comes from readingthese engineering question that is right lost what was once an important community, from the Chamber
at face appearance.
texts is that they will challenge our in f ront of our eyes, from a per part of its heritage and culture, of Commerce to local industry,
One question readers need to minds to look for the subtle spective that makes better solu the lessons of virtue, morality, is behind this call for character
development.
consider is "what is so special- if changes that let us know that there tions, resolutions and answers
and ethics. Society argues over
The subject of ethics and
anything- about the experience of is more than what is on the page. possible. All of this starts when we
prayer or no prayer while it ig mores is more prominent in the
reading literatu re" (Gould 313)? It is very important that we be ask, "why"?
nores the moral void that has media now than it has been in
The answer to this question lies come part of the text because,
been created in the process. It years. Recent events at the White
within each individual reader. For without the reader, the text hasno
seems as if we have thrown the House have brought character and
me, it is in the process of reading meaning.
baby out with the bathwater.
morality - wrapped in the sensa
the story and allowing myself to
Many college texts by authors
Dr. Thomas Lickona's "Re tionalism of sex, lies and video
work w ith the words the author like John Updike and Mark Twain,
spect and Responsibility" work tapes - to the front page and the
has wr itten. Working with the are fun to read, but there are oth
shop familiarized local school kitchen table. Poll after poll show
author's words and seeing how ers less well know authors who
administrators
with the a majority defending a lying, adul
imagery, metaphors, and allegory have just as much to offer. If you
grassroots effort now underway terous president because the
are used, helps me to understand only look at the words without
to try and change the way re economy is good. It can be plainly
me meaning of the written w ord, paying attention and understand
sponsible
behavior is taught. seen that character development
hut the picture that is in my mind ing the meaning of them, you will
"Character
Education" is con is a challenge for the entire nation.
may b e different than that of the not get the full sense of what the
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off the mark
Your Horoscope by Natasha
ARIES (March 21 to April 19) You
have more than one iron in the fire
regarding business. It should be a
time of accomplishment, provided
that you don't scatter your energies.
Accent follow-through.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
Take the lead in planning a gettogether of your friends for the com
ing weekend. Pay extra attention,
though, to common-sense health
rules. Try not to overtire yourself this
week on the job.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20)
You're making some behind-thescenes moves now that elfect your
financial picture. A close tie may not
follow through on a promise. Private
pursuits are best over the weekend.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) An
early start this week means a lot of
things will be accomplished. Others
will be impressed by you. Charm is
your valuable ally. Things fall into
place by week's end.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) You'll
be adding some new possessions to
your home now and also dealing with
other important domestic interests.
You'll be delighted by someone's
thoughtfulness. A weekend getaway
is romantic.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) You'll hear some big talk in busi
ness this week. Pleasure outings are a
plus later on. Take the initiative in
romance. You'll be pleased with
developments in a child's life.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) You'll be busy getting some
things done at home this week. An
impromptu get-together is also likely.
You may be entertaining someone
from the workplace this weekend.
SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) Try not to go over

COf MOff, WI/TVA? W£U, NtofeC
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board in the pursuit of pleasure. Have
a good time without going to excess.
Dating, however, is definitely
favored; romance is a plus during the
weekend.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) You'll be spending
part of this week on a work project.
Partners are in agreement about the
use of joint assets. The weekend
brings a lovely social invitation.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) Partners work well as a
team. You may be traveling some
where together. Surprise news affects
your financial picture. This weekend
is best for socializing.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February. 18) You have extra incen
tive to get ahead and you also have
social graces to make things happen.
You may face an important financial
decision. Consult an expert before
making up your mind.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) Advice seems to come from
everywhere now, but it's still up to
you to make up your own mind.
You'll be doing something with a
friend later in the week. Travel is a
plus.
© 1998 King Features Synd., Inc.

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL

Mark
McGwire

PERSON

Gentle giant Mark McGwire has
a mighty swing and is leaving
his permanant signature
on the history ot
baseball as a
home run hitter.

DID YOU KNOW?
I PHILANTHROPY:

Pledged $1 million a
year, lor at least three
years, to start a
foundation to aid abused

• AWAR&S: 1987 American
League Rookie of the Year
I POOR EYESIGHT: Vision is
20/500; contacts improve vision to
I NICKNAMES: Big Mac; Big Red

ri BORN: Oct. 1,1963, Pomona,
Calif., grew up in Claremont, a Los
• EDSCATION: University ol Southern

California, recruited as a pitcher
• FAMILY: Divorced; one son,
Matthew, is Cardinals' bat troy
• RECREATION: Weightlitting

by Mark Parisi
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KING CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Temperate
5 "An Essay
on Man"
author
9 Kitten's
comment
12 Birthright
barterer
13 One of
Ben Cartwright's
boys
14 Geological
period
15 Post-diet
16 Makes
confetti
17 0
18 Dagwood's
neighbor
19 Cousteau's
milieu
20 Avoid a
bean ball
21 Abbott's
first
baseman
23 Addressee
25 Get back
28 Axilla
32 Use
33 Tolerate
34 Get snug
36 Squelch
37 Keep tabs
on
38 Become
one
39 DEA VIP
42 Verily
44 Lions'
hangouts
48 Wield an
ax
49 Boo-Boo's
buddy
50 Exam
format
51 Playwright

39

40

41

48
51
54

: '

Levin
52 "East of
Eden"
character
53 Use a
paper
towel
54 Poodle
desig
nation
55 Gis' eatery
56 Requisite
DOWN
1 Network
2 Land in
the water
3 Hideaway
4 Elevator's
kin
5 Clergy
member
6 Comicstrip pooch
7 Tropical

fruit
8 Type units
9 Options list
10 Leif's pop
11 Base on
balls
20 Over
simplified
22 Hardly flat
24 Spout
from the
soapbox
25 Skei
daddled
26 She
raised
Cain
27 State of
matter
29 "Great
Expecta
tions"
hero
30 Berlin's

"What'll
_?"
31 X rating
35 Pooh's
asinine
pal
36 Suitors
39IOU
40 See 17
Across
41 Vacation
ing
43 Holly
wood
dashers
45 Ontario's
neighbor
46 Scruff
47 Rosebud,
e.g.
49 Sweet
potato
:

